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Plumbing detail modeling 
for toilet

Vision    Employing the latest technology to offer customized services for all service needs 
of the Plumbing contractors

In tune with your vision, we offer the following services to Plumbing contractors-

The perfect balance between coordination and planning is essential to 
successfully execute projects in the construction industry. In this 
respect, the application of Building Information Modeling (BIM) can help 
the stakeholders to virtually represent the plumbing system. Along with 
drastically reducing the construction time, the application of BIM can 
bring with it a host of other benefits. As a leading BIM service provider, 
Ivan Dimensions brings the right blend of technology and expertise; to 
offer outstanding solutions customized to your project needs. 

Providing outstanding services to
Plumbing Contractors

Drainage and water 
supply 3D modeling
Based on Contract/design documents (pdf or cad) 
provided by the clients, we create detailed 3D models of 
water supply, drainage pipes, etc. We create 3D models of 
different water supply lines like hot water, cold water, potable 
water, etc. Under the ambit of drainage pipes, we create 3D 
models of waste and vent pipes. The waste and vent pipe models 
are modeled while ensuring the maintenance of proper slope while 
runs horizontally. While creating the 3D model we ensure that there is 
minimal clearance between service lines and provision for maintenance 
for valves, clean-out, etc. We also ensure that no service runs in the no-fly 
zone and above the access door in the ceiling.

We create a detailed model of the toilets showing the 
proper connection from fixtures (floor drain, gully 
trap, wash basin, channel drain, bath tub, water 
closet, etc.). For the toilet model waste pipes run 
either under the slab or inside the sunken floor. 
P-trap and S-trap are also used for floor drain,                       
lavatory as per the requirement. Based on the 3D 
model we create a plan/ section/ isometric view of 
the toilet.



We create detailed 3D models of the water                     
treatment plants. The water treatment plants are 
either installed to purify lake or river water to offer 
portable water for residents in a locality. The 
treatment plants are also installed at the building 
to recycle drainage water to offer portable water. 

We offer detailed modeling of the underground 
plumbing utility services running to the site. We also 
offer manhole-to-manhole connections with proper 
gradient and create parametric manhole Revit                 
families.  

After creating the 3d model that has been coordinated with the 
structural and architecture model, we run it through the self coor-
dination test. The self-coordination test or interference check 
verifies proper spacing between plumbing pipes and fixtures and 
also prevents interference. After the model passes through the 
self-coordination test it is run through coordination tests with 
other trades for identifying coordination issues. We also create 
Sets and Appearance profiler for better visualization and generate 
clash reports. Further, we ensure that there is access for valve 
and cleanouts and no plumbing pipes above the electrical cable 
tray.

By taking detail drawing (plan, section, etc) inputs from the client in 
.pdf or other file formats, we create parametric and non-parametric 
detailed contents. Specifically, we create the content of plumbing 
fixtures (pump, urinal bottom trap, water heater, faucet, valve, etc.) for 
the plumbing contractors. The created contents are stored in the 
library in the Revit family format (.rfa) for future use in projects.

Detail modeling of the 
water treatment plant

Site utility/underground 
utility modeling

Clash Coordination and Resolution

Content part creation or 
development of plumbing fixture



The isometric and plan view of different sections of ducts and pipes are created and shared with 
manufacturers to help them pre-fabricate the mechanical system components.

We reroute the piping system to reduce extra 
pipe fitting, extra pipe short pieces, etc. This 
leads to a cost reduction. Further, we ensure 
that the plumbing system is well-coordinated 
and easily installable. 

Based on the Coordinated 3D model of the plumbing 
trade, we create individual shop drawings of pipes, 
plumbing fixtures, etc. These shop drawings offer 
information about elevation, dimension, system type, 
slope information, and other detailed information 
about the pipes, plumbing fixture, etc. We offer both 
call-out and section drawing of the plumbing system. 

Spool drawing

Shop Drawing

Value engineering

It is required to route the pipes and other plumbing 
systems through the building floors, walls, etc. To 
address this requirement, we offer penetration work 
drawings for plumbing systems while showing the 
exact size, location, and dimension of the sleeve 
with proper information.

Builders work/sleeve drawing



Based on the 3D BIM model of the plumbing system, 
we create detailed schedules of the plumbing                    
services. We thus offer detailed schedules of pipe, 
pipe fitting, pipe accessories (valve, faucets, etc.), 
etc.

Quantity Take-Off

While constructing the project based on the 3D BIM model, there can be changes in the site. 
These changes are captured by the client in the form of a sketch, video, or picture. On receipt of 
these inputs, we make changes in the 3D model. The updated 3D model, therefore, reflects the 
projects in their as-built condition. Further, based on the as-built model, we create the 2D CAD 
drawings to be shared with the client. 

As-Build drawing

Under 2D service offering, we either convert 
input client files (sketches or pdf) into 2D CAD 
drawings or perform modifications on the 2D 
CAD drawings based on client instructions. 

2D services



LOD 100 - Sans geometric representations and non-geometric information, 
there is only a depiction of the existence of a component without its proper 
shape, size, or precise location. 

LOD 200- The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as 
a generic system, object, or assembly with approximate quantities, size, 
shape, location, and orientation sans non-geometric information. 

LOD 300- The system types, quantity, size, shape, location, orientation, and 
non-geometric information of the element as designed can be extracted 
directly from the model without referring to non-modeled information such 
as notes or dimension call-outs.

LOD 350- Along with the ability to derive system types, quantity, size, shape, 
location, orientation, and non-geometric information of the element                       
directly from the model; it also offers a model of the parts necessary for              
coordination of the element with nearby or attached elements. 

LOD 400- An LOD 400 element is modeled at sufficient detail and accuracy 
for the fabrication of the represented component of LOD 300 or LOD 350.

LOD 500- The Model Element is a field verified representation in terms of 
size, shape, location, quantity, and orientation. Non-graphic information 
may also be attached to the Model Elements.

LOD


